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Research Foci:
A-Understanding the socio-economic trends in rural districts
and small town New Zealand
B-Understanding the implications of these trends
C-Understanding local response to these trends
D-Understanding policy and research implications

The Literature
A)
-

B)
-

International:
Demographic trends – growing & shrinking towns & rural areas
Economic & social restructuring – process & local response
Themes – post production, multi-functionalism, path dependency, rediscovery of ‘place’

New Zealand:
History of rural and small town change & implications

–
–
–
–

Rural as more-than-agricultural, place vs. sector focus
Treaty settlement process
Increased mobility
Role of women in rural economy

C) Population trends

Case study research
• West Coast
–
–
–
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Hokitika
Greymouth
Blackball
Reefton

• Otago-Clutha-Southland
–
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–
–
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Lawrence
Clyde
Kaitangata
Gore
Alexandra
Cromwell

• Taranaki

Preliminary findings
•

On-going tension between resource-based economy and post-productivist
development
– Insider / outsider dimension
– Path dependency

•

Infrastructure and service provision a challenge
– Aging demographics, declining populations, access to health care, social services
– Rates-based funding models a constraint for service provision
– Population-based funding models not sufficient for rural services

•

Rural gentrification and affordable housing
– Property-led development is leading to revitalization, but also increased prices / rents
– AirBnB, amenity migrants, etc.

•
•
•

Tourism and tourism pressure increasing, but uneven benefits in places and across
regions
Diverse local initiatives exist and are responding, but impact is uneven and
uncertain
Regional development – impact on small towns?
– PGF has potential to overshadow already-existing local efforts, redirect local agency towards
other priorities

•

Need for stronger partnerships and engagement among council, community and
iwi
– Capacity to participate

